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Abstract
Purpose: The ciliary body (CB) of the human eye consists of the non-pigmented (NPE) and pigmented (PE) neuro-epithelia.
We investigated the gene expression of NPE and PE, to shed light on the molecular mechanisms underlying the most
important functions of the CB. We also developed molecular signatures for the NPE and PE and studied possible new clues
for glaucoma.
Methods: We isolated NPE and PE cells from seven healthy human donor eyes using laser dissection microscopy. Next, we
performed RNA isolation, amplification, labeling and hybridization against 446k Agilent microarrays. For microarray
conformations, we used a literature study, RT-PCRs, and immunohistochemical stainings. We analyzed the gene expression
data with R and with the knowledge database Ingenuity.
Results: The gene expression profiles and functional annotations of the NPE and PE were highly similar. We found that the
most important functionalities of the NPE and PE were related to developmental processes, neural nature of the tissue,
endocrine and metabolic signaling, and immunological functions. In total 1576 genes differed statistically significantly
between NPE and PE. From these genes, at least 3 were cell-specific for the NPE and 143 for the PE. Finally, we observed
high expression in the (N)PE of 35 genes previously implicated in molecular mechanisms related to glaucoma.
Conclusion: Our gene expression analysis suggested that the NPE and PE of the CB were quite similar. Nonetheless, cell-
type specific differences were found. The molecular machineries of the human NPE and PE are involved in a range of neuro-
endocrinological, developmental and immunological functions, and perhaps glaucoma.
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Introduction
The human ciliary body (CB) is a multifunctional ocular tissue,
located between the ora serrata and the iris. The CB is composed
of the ciliary muscle and two, partly folded, neuro-epithelial layers:
the non-pigmented and pigmented epithelial layers (NPE and PE,
respectively). Posterior, the NPE forms, via the ora serrata,
a continuum with the neuronal retina, like the PE does with the
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). On the anterior side, the CB
continues into the iris epithelium (Figure 1). The CB acts, through
tight junctions between NPE cells, as a blood-aqueous barrier; it
prevents the intercellular diffusion of large biomolecules from the
blood into the aqueous humor [1]. One of the most important
functions of the CB epithelia is the production of aqueous humor
(AH). The aqueous humor is necessary to build up the intraocular
pressure (IOP), which maintains the eye shape, and it nourishes
avascular tissues, like the lens and the cornea. The ciliary muscle is
involved in lens accommodation. The CB epithelia have also been
implicated in a number of other functionalities such as neuro-
developmental processes, neuro-endocrine properties, the ocular
immune privilege, and the turnover of the vitreous.
The interesting, yet still controversial neuro-developmental
function of the CB concerns the recent discovery of retinal
progenitor cells in the pars plana and the ciliary marginal zone of
the CB. Several authors report that PE cells of human, primate,
porcine, rodent (mice and rats) and chicken express a number of
retinal stem cell or progenitor cell markers, such as NES, MITF,
PAX6, SIX3, Rx, FGF2 and CHX10 [2–8]. These findings are
corroborated by proliferation and differentiation of isolated retinal
stem cells (of human, porcine and rodent tissue) into neural
spheres and possible photoreceptor-like cells [5,7,9–11]. Sub-
sequent reports also describe this proliferation of PE derived cells
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(of human and rodent tissue) including expression of some retinal
progenitor markers, but they fail to observe a differentiation into
neurons or photoreceptors [12,13]. Further investigations are
warranted to fully resolve this issue.
Several studies report on the expression and synthesis of
multiple (neuro-)endocrine proteins in the CB. These include
different neuropeptides, such as neurotensin, natriuretic peptides,
and somatostatin, steroid-converting enzymes, transferrin, trans-
thyretin, angiotensin, and growth factors (reviewed by Coca-
Prados and Escribano [14]). The synthesized endocrine molecules
are most likely important in the pressure regulation and
composition of the aqueous humor.
The ocular microenvironment behind the NPE blood-aqueous
barrier is immunosuppressive and anti-inflammatory. This mini-
mizes ocular tissue damage and preserves clarity of vision [15].
This immune privilege is maintained by restricting inflow of
immunological molecules and cells from the innate an adaptive
immune system into the eye. In addition, the aqueous humor is
rich in soluble immunomodulatory factors produced by the PE
cells such as CD86, TGF-beta and TSP1 [16].
Finally, a number of additional functions have been attributed
to the CB, including the macromolecule production and turnover
of constituents of the vitreous [17,18] and accommodation of the
lens by the ciliary muscle [19].
The CB is also involved in several pathologies. The most
important are glaucoma, anterior uveı¨tis/iridocyclitis, (pseudo)ex-
foliation syndrome and uveal melanoma. Since the CB is involved
in IOP regulation, it might play a role in primary open angle
glaucoma (POAG). POAG is a neurodegenerative disease
characterized by abnormal cupping of the optic nerve head and
loss of retinal ganglion cells. The pathogenesis of POAG is largely
unknown, but a major risk factor is an increased IOP. Moreover,
previously several genes are associated with POAG (MYOC,
OPTN and WDR36), but only a minor portion of the cases can be
explained by genetic variations in these genes [20]. In addition,
several biomolecules are previously identified, which showed
a pathophysiological relationship with POAG. For example,
specific mRNA or protein expression changes are observed in
tissue(s) or fluids involved in IOP and/or POAG (like TM, CB,
AH, retina, or optic nerve). Examples of these entries are RHO
[21], AQP1 [22] and LTBP1 [23].
The aim of this study was to generate the gene expression
profiles and functional annotations of the human NPE and PE
cells of the CB, using microarrays. Our interpretation of these data
was guided by the major functionalities previously described for
the CB, being development, neural nature, endocrine and
metabolic functions as well as immunological functions. Previous
molecular analysis of the entire CB, using a range of techniques,
provided some insight in the expression profile and functionalities
of the two epithelia. However, a comprehensive analysis of gene
expression and functional annotation of two epithelial layers of the
CB was not available yet. In this study, we also determined
molecular signatures of the NPE and PE and, finally, we analyzed
the expression of genes previously implicated in glaucoma.
Methods
Ethics Statement
This study was performed in agreement with the declaration of
Helsinki on the use of human material for research. Human donor
Figure 1. Histology of the ciliary body in the eye. Overview of the anterior part of the eye with Hematoxylin-Eosin staining, showing the
cornea, trabecular meshwork (TM), iris and the ciliary body. The ciliary body consists of two epithelial cell layers, the non-pigmented and the
pigmented epithelium (NPE and PE respectively). The NPE faces the aqueous humor while the PE is connected to the stroma.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.g001
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eyes were provided by the Corneabank Beverwijk, the Nether-
lands. In accordance with Dutch law, the Corneabank ensured
none of the donors objected to the use of their eyes for scientific
purposes. Approval of the medical ethics committee was not
required as the data were analyzed anonymously.
Human Donor Eyes, Tissue Processing and Cell Sampling
We selected seven eyes following previously published strict
protocols [24]. We now selected adult donors as young possible, to
avoid possible undiagnosed POAG [25]. Table S1 outlines the
characteristics of the seven donor eyes. The medical histories
revealed no prolonged disease state or medication use that could
influence RNA expression or quality. Furthermore, the medical
histories displayed neither glaucoma or other eye diseases nor any
malignancies. Inspection of the eyes with light microscope revealed
no abnormalities. Globes were enucleated 10–21 hours post
mortem and were frozen within 24 hours total post mortem time.
After removal of the cornea, the donor eyes were transferred to
our department and visually inspected. Subsequently, they were
snap frozen in isopentane in liquid nitrogen and stored at minus
80uC. Next, twenty 20 mm cryosections of the CB were cut and
mounted on slides covered with 1.0 mm PEN-membrane (PALM
Carl Zeiss, MicroImaging GmbH, Munich, Germany). The slides
were dehydrated and stained with Cresyl Violet (1 gram of Kresyl
Violett (Merck, Frankfurt, Germany, art.5235), added to 1 L of
100% ethanol). Cresyl Violet staining was necessary to distinguish
NPE. Next, the NPE and PE were separately isolated with a laser
microdissection system (PALM Carl Zeiss, Microlaser Technologies
AG, Germany) and captured in adhesive caps (AdhesiveCap 500
opaque, Carl Zeiss, Germany). Figure S1 shows the various steps.
RNA Isolation and Amplification
Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen
Benelux, Venlo, The Netherlands). Subsequently, the mRNA
component was amplified with Amino Allyl MessageAmp II aRNA
Amplification kit (#1753, Ambion Applied Biosystems Europe
B.V.). Quantification of tRNA and aRNA was carried out with
nanodrop measurement (NanoDrop 1000, Isogen Life Science B.V.,
the Netherlands) and the quality was checked with a BioAnalyzer
assay (Agilent Technologies, Amstelveen, the Netherlands, RNA
6000 Pico Kit). RNA integrity numbers (RIN’s) of tRNA ranged
from 6.5 to 9.2 and the peak of the fragment length of aRNA
samples varied between 700 and 900 nt. Next, all experimental
aRNA samples were labeled with a Cy5 fluorescent probe (Cy5
mono-reactive dye pack, GE Healthcare UK, Little Chalfont,
Buckinghamshire, UK). In short, aRNA was coupled to Cy5
(dissolved in DMSO) in 0.56M NaHCO3 (pH 9.0) for one hour.
Free dyes were quenched by the addition of 46M hydroxylamine
and removed by filtration over a Chroma Spin-30 column (DEPC-
H20 Columns, Clontech Laboratories) with glycogen as a carrier.
Incorporation and yield were measured with Nanodrop on
a microscale spectrophotometer (Isogen Life Science B.V., the
Netherlands). In our microarray studies, we used a common
reference design. As common reference sample we used RNA from
human RPE/choroid that was used in all previous and ongoing
gene expression analyses in our lab [24,26,27]. The common
reference sample was amplified and labeled with Cy3 (Cy3 mono-
reactive dye pack, GE Healthcare UK, Little Chalfont, Buck-
inghamshire, UK), following the previously described protocols.
Microarray Hybridization
Seven NPE RNA vs. common reference sample RNA and seven
PE RNA vs. common reference sample RNA hybridizations were
carried out using catalogue human 46446k microarrays (Agilent
Technologies, Amstelveen, the Netherlands). Hybridizations,
washings and scanning were essentially performed according to
the Agilent protocol for hybridization.
Data Analysis: Gene-expression, Sub-datasets and
Functional Annotation
After hybridization, the microarray image files were analyzed
and processed by Agilent Feature Extraction Software (Agilent
Technologies). Further data processing was performed with the
computer programs R (version 2.14.0 for Windows, R De-
velopment Core Team, 2009), Windows ExcelH (2007 Microsoft,
Redmond, WA, USA) and the Ingenuity Knowledge Base
(IngenuityH Systems, version 11631407 (date of analysis June 20
2012), www.ingenuity.com). In R, we normalized the mean
expression intensity data against the common reference sample
[28,29]. The raw data and the normalized data can be found in
the GEO database (GSE37957).
Next, we prepared different sub-datasets for further specific
analyses.
For the first pair of sub-datasets, we sorted the gene expression
data of the NPE and PE according to the mean expression
intensity (m-int) [24]. We used the 90th, 50th and 10th percentile of
the m-int to categorize our data into groups with high (.90th),
moderate (50th-90th), low (10th-50th) and very low/absent (,10th)
expression. We focused our analysis on the gene group with high
mean expression (m-int .90th percentile) which reflects the
molecular machinery of at least a number of important features
[24]. We analyzed the NPE and PE separately and made
a comparison between the two cell layers. We called these two
sub-datasets the Highly Expressed NPE and PE sub-datasets.
For the third sub-dataset, we investigated the differences
between NPE and PE by making a statistical comparison with
a paired t-test between the expression values of NPE and PE (R
package LIMMA, including Bayesian statistics) [30]. Cut-off value
for statistical significant difference was a p-value of less than 0.01
after Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing. The new
sub-dataset contained all genes that differed statistically significant
between NPE and PE, the so called Significantly Different Expressed
sub-dataset. We made the comparison of PE versus NPE, so the
entries with positive fold changes were higher expressed in PE,
while the entries with negative fold changes were higher expressed
in NPE. Since it is difficult to attribute specific biological functions
in a set of up- or down regulated genes to a specific layer of NPE
and PE, we chose to functionally analyze the total Significantly
Different Expressed sub-dataset in Ingenuity. In this way, we obtained
information about differences in functionalities between NPE and
PE.
The three sub-datasets were functionally analyzed using the
knowledge database IPA (IngenuityH Systems, version 11631407
(date of analysis June 20 2012), www.ingenuity.com). Ingenuity is
a knowledge database bioinformatics program. An Ingenuity ‘core
analysis’ typically generates biological functions, canonical path-
ways and functional molecular networks pertaining to the dataset
in question. This analysis takes into account the number and type
of genes that the dataset contains, and is based on all available
relevant gene, RNA, protein and functional data in the literature
and on the World Wide Web. We set the relevant statistical
parameters in Ingenuity to Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing
correction and statistical significance was set from p-values ,0.01.
We first selected the statistically significant biological functions and
canonical pathways and grouped these into the most important
functionalities of the NPE and PE. We also analyzed the functional
molecular networks that were built by Ingenuity. Networks are
collections of interconnected molecules assembled by a network
Transcriptomes of the Human Ciliary Body Epithelia
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algorithm. In other words, it is a graphical representation of
molecular and functional relationships. Ingenuity designs molec-
ular networks based on previously published data and also assigns
the most important functionalities to these networks. Therefore we
call them functional molecular networks. We set Ingenuity to build
networks with maximum 35 molecules and a maximum of 25
networks. Sometimes, Ingenuity adds a number of extra molecules
from the knowledge database to accomplish a more complete and
logical molecular network.
Next, we determined a molecular signature for the NPE and
PE. For this, we took the Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset
and selected the genes with a fold change .2.5 for the NPE versus
the PE, or vice versa, according to previously published
methodology [26]. We assumed that these genes represent local
cell-specific markers for the NPE or PE.
Finally, we looked for CB expressed genes previously attributed
to glaucoma. Using a variety of WWW sources (Pubmed, Uniprot,
Ingenuity), we explored the presence of genes previously
implicated in glaucoma in the Highly Expressed NPE and PE sub-
datasets and Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. Genes that
differed statistically significant between NPE and PE, but had a low
expression level (,50th percentile), were not selected. Subsequent-
ly, we subdivided these genes in three groups: (1) genes with
genetic association with glaucoma, (2) genes with changed tissue
expression in glaucoma and (3) genes associated with secondary
glaucoma or used in animal models for glaucoma.
Conformation of Microarray Results
To validate and confirm our microarray data, we initially
searched the literature for genes already known to be specifically
expressed in the NPE and/or PE. We used PubMed (www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) with the terms ‘ciliary body’, ‘gene’,
‘expression’, ‘immunohistochemistry’, ‘immunolocalization’, ‘im-
munofluorescence’, ‘pigmented epithelium’ or ‘non pigmented
epithelium’ in our search criteria. We only selected those articles in
which immunolocalization provided reliable information about the
layer (NPE and PE) where the protein is or is not (preferentially)
expressed (see Table S2).
Next, we performed a semi-quantitative RT-PCR of 10 genes
that differed statistically significant between PE and NPE, with
higher expression in NPE and on 10 genes with statistically
significant difference between PE and NPE, with higher expression
in PE. The procedure of the sQRT-PCR was previously described
by Booij et al. [26]. In short, sQRT-PCR was carried out using
intron spanning primers on cDNA from laser dissection micros-
copy derived samples of NPE and PE. Since we worked with
human post-mortem donor material which consists of intrinsic
shorter and partly degenerated RNA fragments, we could not use
catalogues RT-PCR assays, and we had to generate primers near
the 39 end of the gene. Because of this sub-optimal primer design,
PCR was not always optimal and some cDNA’s showed no PCR
product at all. Primer sequences used are available on request.
Finally, we performed immunohistochemistry of selected
targets. Selection was based on both high RNA expression in
NPE and PE and presence in a statistical significant biological or
canonical pathway. We selected two entries for every main specific
functionality of the CB, relevant in the context of this study
(progenitor, neural, endocrinological, and immunological).
FGFR3 and NOTCH1 immunostainings were performed to
highlight the developmental properties of the CB. To highlight the
neural nature of the CB, we stained for ROBO1 and GRIN2C.
For the endocrine signaling of the CB, we selected EDNRB and
MNAR. Finally, we selected TLR3 and SERPING1 proteins to
demonstrate some of the immunological properties of the CB. All
primary antibodies were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge,
UK). The total list is presented in Table S3. The protocol for
immunostaining was essentially as follows: Fresh frozen CB tissue
was cut in 8 mm cryosections and mounted on polylysine coated
slides. We mounted an experimental and a control section on the
same slide. After drying 1 hour at room temperature, sections were
fixated with either acetone or PFA (see Table S3). The primary
antibodies were incubated for 90 min at room temperature or
overnight at 4uC (Table S3) on the experimental section. The
control sections were incubated with the same solution, time and
temperature, but without the primary antibody. After incubation
the slides were washed in PBS for 20 min. Next, the secondary
antibody was incubated on both experimental and control sections
for 60 min. The concentrations and types of secondary antibodies
per primary antibody are summarized in Table S3. After 60 min,
the slides were washed in PBS for 20 min. Then, sections were
mounted in Vectashield with Dapi. Fluorescent images were taken
with an Axioplan2 microscope (Carl Zeiss, MicroImaging GmbH,
Munich, Germany).
Results
1.a. Gene Expression and Functionalities of the NPE
The mean gene expression values of the NPE after normaliza-
tion ranged from 2.09 to 18.88 (log2 transformed absolute
expression levels). These data can be found in the GEO database
(GSE37957).We selected the highly expressed genes, which mean
expression levels ranged from 13.70 to 18.88. In total, 2457 genes
were highly expressed in the NPE after subtraction of technical
replicates and we called this the Highly Expressed NPE sub-dataset.
We functionally analyzed this sub-dataset in Ingenuity. The
knowledge database program assigned 52 statistically significant
biological functions, 23 canonical pathways and 25 functional
molecular networks to this dataset. The total list of genes of this
sub-dataset is given in Table S4.
Biological functions of the NPE. The list of statistically
significant biological functions is given in Table S5. We subdivided
the biological functions in five major categories. The first category
contained developmental functionalities, like tissue development,
embryonic development and hereditary disorders. In the second
category, we assembled neurological diseases, for example
Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s disease and tauopathies. The third
category consisted of endocrine and metabolic functionalities, such
as metabolism of nucleic acid and energy production, as well as
metabolic disorders, such as experimentally induced diabetes and
iron overload. In the fourth category, we assembled different
immunological functionalities and related pathologies, like in-
flammatory response, autoimmune disease and arthritis. Finally,
the fifth category contained the remaining and less specific
functions such as basic cellular functions, protein synthesis, cell
cycle and cancer.
Canonical pathways of the NPE. The list of statistically
significant canonical pathways is presented in Table S6. We
subdivided all these pathways in different functional themes, which
in part overlap with the biological functions generated above. We
did not find any canonical pathway within the first theme of
developmental cell properties in the NPE. The second theme
concerned neurological function and disease and we found the
canonical pathway ‘Huntington’s disease signaling’ (Figure S2).
Third, we observed a large number of significant endocrine
signaling pathways. They included ‘Estrogen receptor signaling’
(Figure 2), ‘Androgen signaling’, ‘Glucocorticoid receptor signal-
ing’ and ‘ Ephrin receptor signaling’ (respectively Figures S3–5).
We also found some pathways concerning metabolism, like
Transcriptomes of the Human Ciliary Body Epithelia
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’Glycolysis/gluconeogenesis’ (Figure S6). The fourth theme in-
cluded several significant canonical pathways in immunological
and inflammatory process, like the ‘Antigen presentation pathway’
(Figure S7) and ‘IGF-1 signaling’ (Figures S8). Finally, we found
three pathways concerning oxidative stress mechanisms, namely
‘Oxidative phosphorylation’, ‘NRF2-mediated oxidative stress
response’ and ‘Hypoxia signaling in the cardiovascular system’
(Figures S9 and S10). In general, these pathways may be of
interest, since there is increasing evidence that oxidative stress in
the CB occurs under normal physiological conditions and
accumulates during the development of glaucoma [31].
Molecular networks of the NPE. The list of functional
molecular networks produced by Ingenuity for the NPE is given in
Table S7. Again, we subdivided the molecular networks according
to four major NPE functionalities, namely development, neural
nature, metabolic and endocrine signaling, and immunological
properties, and a rest group containing ‘basic cellular (dys)func-
tions’.
We observed genes related to developmental cell properties in
four functional molecular networks (9, 10, 16, and 21). Network 16
(Figure S11) was build around the FOS gene in the center. FOS
proteins were implicated as regulators of cell proliferation,
differentiation and transformation during development [32].
Other genes involved in developmental processes were MEIS2,
MAML1 and FOXP1 (network 9; Figure S12); FGFR1, FGFR2,
SFRP1 and CCNH (network 10; Figure S13) and AES and SIX6
(network 21; Figure S14).
Next, five networks (11, 13, 20, 22 and 24) pointed to the
neuronal nature of the NPE. Network 11 (Figure S15) contained
the gene MAP1LC3B, whose protein product is involved in
neurogenesis. Also three genes coding for GABA receptor
associated proteins were present in this network, commonly
Figure 2. The estrogen receptor signaling pathway identified by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical pathways that
contained statistically significantly more genes than expected by chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed in the non-pigmented
epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. Gray fields indicate their presence among the highest expressed genes of the NPE; uncolored genes are added
by the Ingenuity software to form the pathway. Solid lines between molecules indicate direct physical relationships between molecules (such as
regulating and interacting protein dom;ains). Abbreviations of gene names are according to standard abbreviations used in Genbank. This pathway is
an example of the endocrine signaling pathways found in the NPE.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.g002
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mediating inhibition of neurotransmission and receptor sorting
and targeting. In Network 13 (Figure S16), we observed the
UCHL1 gene, which is a neuron specific gene, previously
implicated in Parkinson’s disease. Network 20 (Figure S17)
contained several genes that were previously associated with
neurological diseases. For example: Huntington’s disease
(NDUFA7, NDUFC1, NDUFB2, NDUFB3, NDUFA8) [33,34],
atrophy of optic nerve (NDUFS4) [35] and Leigh syndrome
(NDUFS7, NDUFA2, NDUFS4) [36–38]. Network 22 (Figure 3)
contained the gene APP and TM2D1. Both genes code for
proteins involved in amyloid beta processing, which cause
neuronal cell death and Alzheimer’s disease. Network 24 (Figure
S18) contained also several genes previously associated with
neurological diseases, like ZFYVE27 (hereditary spastic para-
plegia) [39], ATB1B1 (neurodegeneration of photoreceptors) [40]
and SPG21 (Mast syndrome) [41]. Also, genes involved in nervous
system development were found, for example ATP1B1 (involved
in aggregation of neurons), TRIM2 (neuroprotection of cortical
neurons) and VAPA, SGK1 and ZFYVE27 (involved in morpho-
genesis of neuritis).
Thirdly, we identified several networks (7, 17, and others)
related to metabolic and endocrine signaling functionalities. For
Figure 3. Molecular network generated by the Ingenuity software from the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented
epithelium (NPE). Molecular network generated from our microarray Highest expressed NPE sub-dataset. Grey symbols represent genes that are
highly expressed in the NPE of the ciliary body. Transparent entries are molecules from the knowledge database, inserted to connect all relevant
molecules in a single network. Solid lines between molecules indicate direct physical relationships between molecules (such as regulating and
interacting protein domains); dotted lines indicate indirect functional relationships (such as co-regulation of expression of both genes in cell lines).
Abbreviations of gene names are according to standard abbreviations used in Genbank. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Metabolic disease, cellular assembly and organization, cell death’. This network contained the gene APP and TM2D1. Both
genes code for proteins involved in amyloid beta process, involved in neuronal cell death and Alzheimer’s disease.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.g003
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example Network 7 (Figure S19), which contained several genes
involved in metabolic pathways, like LPL and CYP1B1 (lipid
metabolism), IDH1 (energy production), GSTM3, GSTP1,
GSTO1 and MT2A (detoxification and drug metabolism),
SLC23A2 (transport of vitamin C) and SLC39A8 (zinc transport).
Network 17 (Figure S20) contained several subtypes of aldehyde
dehydrogenase (ALDH1A1, ALDH1A3, ALDH4A1, ALDH6A1
and ALDH9A1) that are involved in alcohol, retinol and lipid
metabolism. The other networks also contained interesting
endocrine and/or metabolic genes, namely FOLR1 (folate re-
ceptor), PPAP2A (de novo synthesis of glycerolipids) and
SLC19A2 (thiamin transporter), NR3C1 (glucocorticoid receptor)
and SLC38A1 (glutamine transporter) and the gene ESRRA
(estrogen-related receptor). Finally, we found two functional
molecular networks (21, 25) that contained genes involved in
immunological process. Network 21 contained the gene
TNFRSF14, which protein is involved in viral entry mechanisms.
Network 25 (Figure S21) contained several genes which protein
products are involved in immunosuppressive process and HIV
infection, namely PPIA, PPIB, FKBP3 and FKBP9. The rest
group contained several networks involved in cytoskeleton and
extracellular matrix assembly, ribosomal regulations and mito-
chondrial process. Of interest, we found several genes previously
associated with glaucoma in the molecular networks. These genes
were TMCO1 (Network 6; Figure S22), OPTC (Network 9; Figure
S12) and LTBP2 (Network 11; Figure S15).
1.b. Gene Expression and Functionalities of the PE –
Similarity with the NPE
We analyzed the PE gene expression data in the same way as
the NPE gene expression (described above). The total mean
expression values ranged from 1.80 to 18.82 (log2 transformed
absolute expression levels). These data can be found in the GEO
database (GSE37957). There were 2458 genes highly expressed in
the PE (after subtraction of technical replicates), the so called
Highly expressed PE sub-dataset. The mean expression level of these
highly expressed genes ranged from 13.71 to 18.82 (log2
transformed absolute expression levels). The total list of genes of
this sub-dataset is given in Table S8.
We compared the Highly expressed PE and NPE sub-datasets with
each other and found a high similarity: 88% of the entries
overlapped. Analysis of other gene expression groups, as defined
by their percentile (see Methods) in both NPE and PE yielded
similar results (not shown).
Again, we also conducted a functional analysis on the Highly
expressed PE sub-dataset in Ingenuity. Since the gene expression
datasets of the PE and NPE were very similar, it was not an
unexpected finding that the molecular and functional annotations
generated by Ingenuity were also highly comparable (Tables S5
and S6). Again, we found the four major themes, namely
developmental functionalities, neurological background, endocrine
and metabolic pathways, and immunological properties. The total
list of functional molecular networks of the PE is given in Table
S9.
2. Differences between PE and NPE
We examined the differences between NPE and PE, and
conducted a statistical comparison between the mean expression
values of the PE and NPE (see Methods section). In total, 1576 out
of the 19,596 genes were statistically significantly different
expressed between the NPE and PE cell, the so called Significantly
Different Expressed sub-dataset. Within this list, 360 entries are higher
expressed in the NPE compared to the PE and 1216 entries higher
in the PE compared to the NPE. In Table S10, the total list of
genes of this sub-dataset is given.
Next, we functionally annotated the whole Significant Different
Expressed sub-dataset in Ingenuity. Ingenuity assigned 74 statistically
significant biological functions, 23 statistically significant canonical
pathways and 25 functional molecular networks to be different
between NPE and PE.
Biological functions different between NPE and PE. We
subdivided the statistically significantly different biological func-
tions in major categories, which resulted in the same five major
categories (development, neural nature, neuro-endocrine, immune
privilege, and a rest category) as described in the Highly Expressed
NPE and PE sub-datasets (Table S11). We found a variety of
developmental functionalities which were different between NPE
and PE. These included embryonic development, developmental
disorders and development of, amongst others, visual, nervous and
renal and urological system. In the second category, of neural
function and disease, we found (N)PE differences in molecular
process related to neurodegenerative disorders, schizophrenia and
neuromuscular disease. In the third category, endocrine and
metabolic (dis)functions, we found functions within metabolism of
lipid, carbohydrate, drug, nucleic acid, vitamins and minerals. In
the fourth category, we found a variety of immunological functions
that were different between NPE and PE. For example, immune
cell trafficking, antigen presentation, entrance of virus and
autoimmune diseases. In the fifth category, we grouped all
remaining functionalities. Many of these were basic cellular
functions, comparable with those that we found in the Highly
Expressed NPE and PE sub-datasets. Additionally, we found
functionalities regarding cardiovascular and hematological disease,
including arteriosclerosis, hypertension, hypertrophy and cyanosis.
Canonical pathways different between NPE and
PE. Functional annotation of our dataset suggested that 23
canonical pathways differed significantly between NPE and PE
(Table S12).
For example, with regard to progenitor cell properties (Theme
1), we found that the pathway of ‘Human embryonic stem cell
pluripotency’ (Figure 4) and ‘Wnt/b-catenin signaling’ (Figure
S23) differed significantly between the (N)PE. Within the second
theme, neural function and disease, three canonical pathways were
found. These were ‘Axonal guidance signaling’, ‘Glioblastoma
multiforme signaling’ and ‘Neuropathic pain signaling in dorsal
horn neurons’ (Figures S24 and S25). Thirdly, there were eight
canonical pathways pointing to different endocrine and metabolic
functionalities between NPE and PE, including ‘Endothelin-1
signaling’ (Figure S26), ‘Dopamine-DARPP32 feedback in cAMP
signaling’ and ‘Phospholipid degradation’. Also the canonical
pathway ‘Cellular effects of sildenafil (Viagra)’ was found (Figure
S27). Sildenavil is a vasodilator agent and oral administration in
sheep resulted in an increased AH production and increased IOP
[42]. Immunological differences (Theme 4) included the canonical
pathways ‘Antigen presentation pathway’ and ‘Hepatic fibrosis/
hepatic stellate cell activation’ (Figure S28). We also found two
additional interesting canonical pathways that differed between
NPE and PE, namely ‘Caveolar-mediated endocytosis signaling’
(Figure S29) and ‘Gap junction signaling’ (Figure S30). Finally, we
found several basic cellular pathways of cellular (dis-)function
related to cancer.
Molecular networks different between NPE and PE. The
functional molecular networks different between NPE and PE are
summarized in Table S13. We found several molecular networks
(4, 12–14) with functionalities related to development. For
example Network 13 (Figure 5) contained the genes NOTCH2,
GATA6, HEY1, HEY2 and GDF11, all important during
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development. Also Network 14 (Figure S31) contained several
genes known to be involved in embryonic development, namely
genes SOX8, SOX11, MSX1, FRZB and WNT2B. Network 4
(Figure S32) contained the gene SIX6, whose protein product is
involved in eye development and Network 12 (Figure S33)
contained the gene CLRN1 that is involved in development of
the retina. The genes SIX6 and CLRN1 are higher expressed in
NPE compared to PE, whereas the other genes described were all
statistically significantly higher expressed in PE compared to NPE.
We also found molecular networks (1, 15, 16) containing neural
features different between the NPE and PE. In Network 1 (Figure
S34) we found centrally the gene DISC1. The protein of this gene
is involved in neurite outgrowth and cortical development. Also,
this gene is associated with schizophrenia. The gene DST is
involved in transport of axons and coalignment of neurofilaments
and the gene OLFM1 is neural tissue specific. In Network 15
(Figure S35) we found two genes that were previously associated
with neurodegeneration, namely PTGS2 and PSEN1. The protein
products of PSEN1 and ABCA1 are involved in amyloid-beta
Figure 4. Human embryonic stem cell pluropotency pathway identified by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical pathways
that contain statistically significantly more genes than expected by chance in the group of genes that differ statistically significantly between non-
pigmented (NPE) and pigmented epithelium (PE). Red fields indicate genes statistically significantly higher expressed in PE compared to NPE whereas
green fields indicate genes statistically significantly higher expressed in NPE compared to PE. Fields with both green and red color represent gene
groups, of which some genes are significantly higher expressed in NPE (green) and other in PE (red). Uncolored genes are added by the software to
form the pathway. Solid lines between molecules indicate direct physical relationships between molecules (such as regulating and interacting protein
domains). Abbreviations of gene names are according to standard abbreviations used in Genbank.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.g004
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metabolism. Moreover, the genes NOS1 and PTGS2 have been
associated with glaucoma. In Network 16 (Figure S36) we found
the genes GRIN2C and GRIN3A, both coding for NMDA
glutamate receptors that are important for neural signaling, and
the genes EPH1, EPH2 and FOXP2, that are involved in
morphogenesis of the eye.
Figure 5. Molecular network generated by Ingenuity software from the statistically significantly different expressed genes.
Molecular network generated from our microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. Red fields indicate genes statistically significantly
higher expressed in PE compared to NPE whereas green fields indicate genes statistically significantly higher expressed in NPE compared to PE. Solid
lines between molecules indicate direct physical relationships between molecules (such as regulating and interacting protein domains); dotted lines
indicate indirect functional relationships (such as co-regulation of expression of both genes in cell lines). Abbreviations of gene names are according
to standard abbreviations used in Genbank. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are ‘Connective tissue
development and function, skeletal and muscular system development and function, cardiovascular disease’. Highlight in this network is the
presence of many genes that are involved in developmental process, namely NOTCH2, GATA6, HEY1, HEY2 and GDF11.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.g005
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Next, we observed neuro-endocrine signaling and metabolic
differences between NPE and PE in several networks (3, 20).
Network 20 (Figure S37) contained several molecules involved in
lipid metabolism, namely APOE, LDL, OSBP and ELOVL3.
Moreover, we found a gene in this network involved in drug
metabolism (CES1) and glucose transport (SLC2A2). Network 3
(Figure S38) was constructed with many G-coupled receptors that
differed statistically significant between NPE and PE. G-coupled
receptors are activated by extracellular stimuli, like neurotrans-
mitters, hormones and light, and activate intracellular process.
Apparently, some of these receptors differ between NPE and PE,
for example GRM1 and GRM8 (glutamate receptor), ADRA2A
(adrenergic alpha receptor), HTR2C (serotonin receptor), GPER
(estrogen receptor) and EDNRB (endothelin B receptor).
Subsequently, we found immunological network functionalities
(2, 19), that differed between NPE and PE. In Network 2 (Figure
S39) we found several genes whose protein products are involved
in immunological process, including IFNG, HAVCR2 and
KLRB1 (activation of macrophages and natural killer cells),
CD48 and CRTAM (T-cell mediated immune response), HCP5
and HLA-DQ (HLA complex subtypes). In Network 19 (Figure
S40) we identified the genes STAT4 whose protein product
mediates responses to IL12 lymphocytes and regulate the
differentiation of T-helper cells. Moreover, this network contained
the gene TLR3 (fundamental role in pathogen recognition and
activation of innate immunity), IGSF21 (an immunoglobulin) and
CD2 and CD69 (activation of T-lymphocytes).
Finally, we identified several networks that contained genes
coding for cytoskeleton and matrix assembly proteins that seem to
differ between NPE and PE. For example Network 6 (Figure S41)
contained genes coding for cadherin (CDH6, CDH11), catenin
(CTNNA2, CTNND2), collagen (COL13A1, COL15A1) and
extracellular matrix protein (ECM1).
3. Molecular Signature of NPE and PE
We found three genes locally specifically expressed by the NPE,
namely CDR1, A_24_P530977 and PDE11A (Table 1). CDR1
with systemic name AK054921 is a cDNA clone highly similar to
40 s ribosomal protein S15A. Moreover, the CDR1 gene codes for
the cerebellar degeneration-related antigen 1 protein, which is
involved in auto-immune diseases. A_24_P530977 codes for
a cDNA fragment with yet unknown function. PDE11A codes
for a phosphodiesterase that catalyze the hydrolysis of cAMP and
cGMP.
For the PE, we found 143 locally specifically expressed genes
(Table 2). Around forty genes coded for cDNA clones with
unknown functions or predicted genes. Also, around forty
additional genes coded for proteins involved in a broad variety
of basic cellular functions. Data driven, we identified six PE genes
whose protein products were involved in pigmentation (DCT,
GPNMB, MLANA, SERPINF1, TYR and TYRP). Furthermore,
we found fourteen genes involved in cytoskeleton and extracellular
matrix assembly, namely CTRP5, CHRDL2, CTSK, GJA4,
HS6ST2, ITGAV, KAZALD1, LAMB1, MYLK, PCDH8,
PCOLCE2, PDLIM3, SOSTDC1 and SPON1. We found sixteen
genes coding for proteins involved in (neuro)endorcrine and
metabolic process. Interestingly, these included AGT and CPA6
that are involved in blood pressure regulation and CALCA whose
protein product induces vasodilatation. Possibly these entries are
related to regulation of the aqueous humor production. Also we
found a gene coding for the gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) that
might have neuro-regulatory functions, a gene coding for
follestatin (FST) that inhibits FSH release, a gene involved in
thyroid hormone synthesis (DUOX1) and one in prostaglandin
biosynthesis (PTGS2). Furthermore, we identified genes coding for
a receptor of glutamate (GRM8) and serotonin (HTR2C). Genes
coding for proteins involved in metabolic processes included,
ABCA1, ABCC1, LIPI and LPL (lipid metabolism), MOCOS
(xanthine and aldehyde metabolism), SLC23A2 (vitamin C uptake)
and SLC40A1 (iron uptake). Finally, we identified seventeen genes
whose proteins play a role in embryonic and developmental
process. These were FRZB, GDPD5, HES5, HEY1, HEYL, ID2,
IRX3, LMO2, MDK, MSX1, MSX2, MSX2P, SP5, TDRD9,
TFEC, TLL1 and TNFRSF19. In conclusion, compared to the
NPE, the PE expressed many specific genes. The majority of the
proteins that they are coding for play a role in pigmentation,
cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix assembly, (neuro)endocrine
and metabolic process and developmental pathways.
4. (N)PE Expression of Genes Previously Implicated in
Glaucoma
In our Highly expressed NPE and PE and Significant different expressed
sub-datasets of the CB epithelia, we observed in total 35 genes that
were previously implicated in the genetics or patho-physiology of
glaucoma (Table 3). We observed expression of seven genes which
were previously genetically associated with POAG (included
normal tension glaucoma (NTG)), namely APOE, CAV1,
EDNRA, MYOC, OPTC and TMCO1. We also observed
expression of eighteen genes, that previously showed differential
expression in eye tissues affected by glaucoma, for example
increased expression of RHO mRNA in the optic nerve [21],
AQP1 in the retina [22] and LTBP1 in ciliary body, trabecular
meshwork and aqueous humor [23] (physiological association). We
observed (N)PE expression of four genes that (also) cause optic
nerve damage in mutated mouse, namely GPNMB, SOD1, TYR
and TYRP1.
5. Confirmation of Microarray Results
We confirmed in total 80 entries in the literature that matched
our criteria (Table S2). Thirty-four entries were examined in
human CB; 27 genes/proteins (79%) confirmed our findings and
seven proteins (21%) were expressed in possible conflict with our
gene expression data. According to the literature, the latter
proteins were only detectable in the NPE, whereas our data
indicated that at least the RNA was produced in both cell layers.
With semi-QPCR, we confirmed the differential expression
pattern between the NPE and PE for 15 out of 15 genes on the
microarray. Five additional cDNAs (THC2675163, MAPK4,
FAM43B, NR0B1 and CCND1) did not PCR amplify well, even
after several tries. Figures S42A and S42B present the results.
Finally, we performed immunohistochemistry. We could
confirm the presence of all eight proteins in the CB. For all
proteins, we found staining both in the NPE as in the PE. All
negative controls did not stain. In Figure 6, a compilation of all
different immunofluorescence stainings is given.
Table 1. Molecular Signature of the NPE.
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Table 2. Molecular Signature of the PE.
Gene Name Systemic Name Gene Name Systemic Name Gene Name Systemic Name
A_23_P140454 A_23_P140454 GJA4 NM_002060 NTRK3 NM_002530
A_23_P421323 A_23_P421323 GNA14 ENST00000341700 P2RY6 NM_176798
A_24_P910504 A_24_P910504 GNG11 NM_004126 PAQR9 NM_198504
A_32_P171043 A_32_P171043 GNGT1 NM_021955 PCDH8 NM_002590
A_32_P178241 A_32_P178241 GPM6B NM_001001996 PCOLCE2 NM_013363
A_32_P68205 A_32_P68205 GPNMB NM_001005340 PDLIM3 NM_014476
ABCA1 NM_005502 GPR4 NM_005282 PRAP1 NM_145202
ABCC1 NM_019862 GRM8 NM_000845 PRDM16 NM_022114
ACP5 NM_001611 GRP NM_002091 PRKCB1 NM_002738
AGT NM_000029 HES5 NM_001010926 PTGS2 NM_000963
AK094786 AK094786 HEY1 NM_001040708 PTPRG NM_002841
AK094929 AK094929 HEYL NM_014571 RAB3C NM_138453
ATP1B1 NM_001677 HS6ST2 NM_001077188 RAMP1 NM_005855
ATP6V1C2 NM_001039362 HTR2C NM_000868 RBM20 ENST00000369519
B3GAT1 NM_054025 ID2 NM_002166 RP11–301I17.1 NM_017993
BC036599 BC036599 IGF1 NM_000618 RRAD NM_004165
BC042026 BC042026 IGSF21 NM_032880 SEMA6D NM_153618
BC047380 BC047380 IRX3 NM_024336 SERPINF1 NM_002615
BM802662 BM802662 ITGAV NM_002210 SLC23A2 NM_203327
BSPRY NM_017688 KAZALD1 NM_030929 SLC26A7 NM_052832
BX956036 BX956036 KCNB2 NM_004770 SLC40A1 NM_014585
C10orf107 NM_173554 KCND2 NM_012281 SLC6A15 NM_182767
C21orf15 NM_015645 KIAA0367 NM_015225 SORCS3 NM_014978
C4orf18 AY040090 KLHL2 NM_007246 SOSTDC1 NM_015464
C8orf12 NM_016613 LAMB1 NM_002291 SP5 NM_001003845
C8orf13 BC080558 LGALS3 NM_002306 SPARCL1 NM_004684
CALCA NM_053279 LGI1 NM_005097 SPON1 NM_006108
CB995946 NM_001033953 LIPI NM_198996 TACSTD1 NM_002354
CBFA2T3 CB995946 LMO2 NM_005574 TDRD9 NM_153046
CDH13 NM_005187 LOC439949 AY007155 TFEC NM_012252
CHRDL2 NM_001257 LOC654346 NM_001040078 TGFBI NM_000358
CPA6 NM_015424 LPL NM_000237 THC2609493 THC2609493
CPNE5 NM_020361 LRRC3B NM_052953 THC2643086 THC2643086
CR618615 NM_020939 LRRTM2 NM_015564 THC2675163 THC2675163
CTRP5 CR618615 LTK NM_002344 THC2693923 THC2693923
CTSK NM_000396 MAMDC2 NM_153267 TLL1 NM_012464
DCT NM_001922 MDK NM_001012334 TMEM132B NM_052907
DUOX1 NM_017434 MLANA NM_005511 TMEM176A NM_018487
FAM129A NM_052966 MOCOS NM_017947 TMEM178 NM_152390
FLJ14213 NM_024841 MSX1 NM_002448 TMEM20 NM_153226
FLJ20366 NM_017786 MSX2 NM_002449 TNFRSF19 NM_148957
FLJ39822 NM_173512 MSX2P NR_002307 TRA@ BC063385
FRMD6 NM_001042481 MTSS1 NM_014751 TRIM9 NM_015163
FRZB NM_001463 MYLK NM_053025 TYR NM_000372
FST NM_013409 NCALD NM_001040630 TYRP1 NM_000550
FXYD6 NM_022003 NCF2 NM_000433 VEGFC NM_005429
FZD10 NM_007197 NFE2L3 NM_004289 WFIKKN2 NM_175575
GDPD5 NM_030792 NTF3 NM_002527
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.t002
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Discussion
Using microarray studies, we provided a comprehensive analysis
and functional annotation of the CB transcriptome, uniquely
based on the individual expression profiles of NPE and PE cells
and guided by the functionalities previously attributed to the CB
(development, neural nature, neuro-endocrinological and meta-
bolic functions and immune/privilege). Besides these functional-
ities, we also found many pathways in basic cellular functions that
were highly expressed in the CB. Since these are not tissue specific,
we will not go in detail into these pathways. We started our
Table 3. Glaucoma genes highly expressed in the ciliary body.
Gene name Genetic Association Changed tissue expression
Secondary glaucoma/
Animal models
AKAP2 Increased in eye of PEX syndrome [79]
APOE* NTG [80]
APP Increased in eye in experimental OHT [81]
AQP1 Decreased in retina and optic nerve in
experimental OHT [22]
BMP7 Increased in eye of glaucoma patients [82]
CARD10* Optic disc areas [83]
CAV1* POAG [84]
CDKN2A* NTG, POAG and optic disc
parameters [20,85,86]
CRYAB Increased in TM in experimental OHT [87]
CTGF Increased in AH of POAG patients [88]
CTSA Increased in AH of POAG patients [71]
CYP1B1 Congenital glaucoma [89]
EDNRA* NTG [90,91]
GJA1* Oculodentodigital dysplasia with secondary
glaucoma [92,93]
GPNMB* Mutations in mouse cause pigmentary
glaucoma [94]
HSPB1 Increased in retina in experimental OHT [95]
LTBP1 Increased in CB of glaucoma patients [23]
LTBP2 Congenital glaucoma [96]
MGP Increased in TM of POAG patients [97]
MYOC POAG [98–100]
NOS1* Increased in optic nerve of experimental OHT [101]
NR3C1 Glaucoma might develop after cortesteroid
usage [48]
OPTC Possible POAG [102,103]
PAX6 Aniridia with secondary glaucoma [104]
RHO Increased in optic nerve of glaucoma patients [21]
SLC4A4* Glaucoma [105,106]
SOD1 Increased in retina in experimental OHT [107] Mutations in mouse cause retinal ganglion
cell los [108]
TF Increased in AH of POAG patients [71,109]
TGFB1* Increased in AH of POAG patients [110]
TGFB2* Increased in eye of glaucoma patients [111]
TIMP2* Increased in optic nerve in experimental OHT [112]
TMCO1 POAG [85,86,113]
TTR Increased in AH of POAG patients [71] Amyloidosis transthyretin-related disorder
with secondary glaucoma [73,74]
TYR* Mutations in mouse cause glaucoma [114]
TYRP1* Mutations in mouse cause pigmentary
glaucoma [94]
*Gene is statistically significant different expressed between NPE and PE, with medium or high expression level.
Abbreviations: NTG: normal tension glaucoma; POAG: primary open angle glaucoma; PEX: pseudoexfoliation syndrome; OHT: ocular hypertension; CB: ciliary body; TM:
trabecular meshwork; AH: aqueous humor.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.t003
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analysis on the highest expressed genes of the NPE and PE and
found that the two cell layers resembled a lot. Yet, we also found
differences in gene expression between NPE and PE: 1576 genes
were differentially expressed between the two layers. Functional
analysis of these differentially expressed genes showed many
overlapping functionalities with the highly expressed sub-datasets
functionalities. While this seems surprising, a most plausible
interpretation of our results is that the PE and the NPE have the
same basic biological features, which differ in detail. Next, we
studied the specific molecular signatures of the NPE and PE. It
turned out that especially the PE expressed locally cell-specific
genes. Many of them were involved in pigmentation, cytoskeleton
and extracellular matrix assembly, (neuro)endocrine and metabol-
ic process and developmental pathways. It is likely that a number
of genes mentioned are expressed also to a certain extend
somewhere else in cells of the human body, for example in the
epithelial cells of the kidney or intestine. However, the similar
proteins expressed elsewhere do not, or hardly, affect the local
ocular function of the CB. We were therefore interested in locally
specific expressed signatures genes.
Finally, we looked also for genes previously attributed to
glaucoma. These data give us more insight in the complex etiology
of glaucoma and the possible biological mechanisms of these genes
in the ciliary body implicated in IOP regulation.
Our microarray approach has several strengths and limitations,
as extensively discussed elsewhere [24,26,27].
1. Functionalities of the Ciliary Body
Developmental properties. Our data-driven analysis and
functional annotation showed that both the NPE and the PE
highly express genes that are involved in (neuro)-developmental
processes. Ingenuity derived the statistically significant canonical
pathway named ‘Human embryonic stem cell pluropotency’ out of
the Significantly Different sub-dataset (Figure 4). These findings suggest
that the CB has possible (retinal) stem cell properties and that there
is a difference in this function between the PE and NPE. We
Figure 6. Immunohistochemistry of the ciliary body. Immunohistochemistry of eight proteins involved in the four major functionalities of the
ciliary body. For the progenitor cell properties, we stained FGFR3 and NOTCH1. For the neural background, we stained ROBO1 and GRIN2C. We chose
EDNRB and MNAR for the endocrine signaling function, and SERPING1 and TLR3 as examples for the immunological functions. Red staining is the
secondary antibody with Cy3 that binds to the specific primary antibody, indicated in the figures. Blue staining is Dapi which stains the cell nucleus.
Green staining is FITC channel to look for autofluorescence. We found minimal autofluorescence. One negative control (blanco) for ROBO1 is shown.
For the other antibodies, the negative controls were also negative (not shown). We found staining for all proteins in both the non-pigmented (NPE)
and pigmented epithelium (PE). The white scale bare indicates 20 mm. The symbol * indicates NPE and x indicates PE.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044973.g006
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immunostained for NOTCH1 and FGFR3, two proteins that
differed statistically in gene expression level between NPE and PE.
We were not able to confirm the observed RNA difference on the
protein level (Figure 6). However, protein quantification on
histological slides is difficult, especially when one cell layer
contains melanin granules.
The apparent embryonic stem cell nature of the human CB is of
interest for stem cell biologists and visual researchers; and an issue
of current literature debate. Although we do not solve that issue
with our current study, we do provide molecular clues concerning
the apparent differentiation state of the (N)PE in the human adult.
Further and more specific investigations are warranted to what
extend the human (N)PE contains (properties of) suitable retinal
progenitor cells useful for therapeutic purposes.
Neural nature. Functional annotation of our expression data
yielded multiple clues which point to the neural nature of the
human CB. Several genes involved in neural functions and
pathologies are highly expressed in the NPE and PE and multiple
biological pathways concerning neural functions were found with
Ingenuity. Protein expression of two of these genes was confirmed
with immunohistochemistry (namely ROBO1 and GRIN2C,
Figure 6). Indeed, both CB epithelia are derived from the neural
ectoderm during development, so these observations may not be
surprising. Interestingly, we also found many genes highly
expressed in the CB that have been previously associated with
age-related neurological diseases. To our knowledge, the disease
genes and corresponding neurological disorders (Alzheimer,
Huntington and Parkinson disease), do not directly affect aqueous
humor production. However, some clinical studies do show an
increased incidence of glaucoma in patients with Alzheimer or
Parkinson’s disease [43–46]. We did not find studies showing
potential associations between Huntington’s disease and glauco-
ma. This might be explained by the early onset of symptoms in
Huntington’s disease compared to the onset of glaucoma,
hampering the diagnosis of glaucoma.
(Neuro-) endocrine function. We found in our data that the
NPE and PE highly express many endocrine receptors. The most
striking are receptors for glutamate, GABA, serotonin, leptin,
glucocorticoids, estrogen, endothelin A and B, folate and
adrenergic alpha. Indeed, the signaling pathways related to these
receptors were, in part, functionally annotated by Ingenuity on the
basis of our CB expression data. To further highlight the
endocrine signaling functions of the CB, we immunostained two
receptors: EDNRB and MNAR. Our expression data also showed
high expression of different (neuro)-endocrine molecules, including
MYOC (myocilin), GRP (gastrin-releasing peptide), TF (trans-
ferrin), TTR (transthyretin), AGT (angiotensinogen) and different
growth factors (amongst others IGF2; IGFBP2,-5,-6,-7; FGF3,-13;
FGFBP2; VEGFB, VEGFC; TGFB1–3).
These endocrine receptor and neuro-endocrine molecules in the
CB could play a role in regulating the IOP by influencing the AH
production, or the TM outflow facility. Indeed, a number of
previous literature studies addressed this hormonal regulation of
IOP. Kas and Sears found that the administration of estrogen and
progesterone leads to a decrease in IOP whereas the administra-
tion of testosterone yields an increase in IOP [47]. Furthermore,
glucocorticoid use leads to ocular hypertension in certain people,
and a high percentage of POAG patients has an increased cellular
sensitivity to glucocorticoids (so called ‘steroid responders’) [48]. It
is well known that the increased IOP after steroid use is due to
decreased outflow of the aqueous humor through the TM [49,50].
However, also the CB contains a high amount of glucocorticoid
receptors [51], which we also found in our expression data.
Further evidence for a role of the CB in hormonal regulation of
IOP came from Southren and co-workers, who showed trans-
location of glucocorticoid receptors from the cytoplasm to the
nucleus in the iris-ciliary body after topical administration of
steroids in rabbits [52]. This translocation is the basic mechanism
for steroid hormone to regulate differential gene expression in the
nucleus and possible changed cell activity as a consequence.
Interestingly, oral corticosteroid therapy seem to increase the rate
of aqueous humor production in humans [53] and the aqueous is
slightly more alkalic after long-term topical steroid administration
[54]. In line with these findings, we suggest that steroids might also
influence the human CB in such a way that not the production,
but the composition of the aqueous humor alters. This may
ultimately affect the molecular interactions with the TM and
increase the outflow resistance.
Besides the endocrinological signaling pathways, we also found
several pathways of metabolism and disease. These molecular
mechanisms included metabolism of glucose, lipid and vitamins
and the disease diabetes mellitus. The pathways and involved
genes concerning glucose metabolism are interesting in light of the
function of the aqueous humor. The AH is responsible for the
nourishment of avascular tissue, like the lens and cornea.
Previously, Chan and co-workers found leads for active glucose
transport in the bovine CB [55]. Our expression data also point to
that functionality and might give more insight in these mechan-
isms of glucose concentration in the AH.
Immunological properties. We found that many genes of
the immune system were highly expressed in the NPE and PE.
Apparently, the NPE and PE are involved in different types of
innate and adaptive immune responses, including (chronic) auto-
immune reactions and viral infections. Some major groups of
entries which were highly expressed included chemokines,
complement components, CD molecules, HLA subtypes, heat
shock proteins, interleukins and integrin subtypes (see Table S4,
S8 and S10).
We confirmed the presence of the SERPING1 (C1 inhibitor)
protein in the NPE and PE with immunostaining. Amongst others
SERPING1 is involved in the down regulation of the classic
complement cascade via regulation of components 2 and 4.
Moreover, SERPING1 also decreases the activity of other
proteins, including kallikrein, plasmin and coagulation factors
XIa and XIIa. Next, we demonstrated that TLR3 protein is
expressed in both NPE and PE. TLR3 is involved in pathogen
recognition and activation of innate immunity.
Our finding that genes involved in viral infection pathways are
highly expressed in the NPE and PE, is also of interest. The CB is
not only involved in anterior uveitis [56], but it was also previously
described as the ocular entry portal for the CMV virus [57]. Our
current data may serve as entry point for further detailed studies
about the mechanisms of viral transport over the CB, which are (so
far) lacking in the literature.
2. Molecular Signature of NPE and PE
We constructed a molecular signature of the NPE and PE of the
ciliary body by selecting genes from the Significant different sub-dataset
with fold-changes more than 2.5 between NPE and PE. For the
NPE, only three genes appeared to be cell layer specific (Table 1).
One of these genes, PDE11A, codes for the cAMP and cGMP
phosphodiesterase 11A protein, involved in signal transduction.
Mutations in PDE11A can cause Cushing disease and adrenocor-
tical hyperplasia. Next, CDR1 is an intronless gene coding for
cerebellar degeneration-related antigen 1. Against this protein
autoantibodies were found in some patients with paraneoplastic
cerebellar degeneration, which occurs in association with several
forms of cancer. This protein contains tandem hexapeptide repeats
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and is expressed in brain, predominantly in normal neuroecto-
dermal tissues and in certain malignant tumors (LocusLink, Swiss-
Prot and NCI). Expression of these proteins in the CB has neither
reported nor studied yet.
For the PE we found 143 specific genes (Table 2). Besides many
genes coding for clones and yet unknown proteins, or proteins with
broad and more basic cellular functions, we found genes coding
for proteins involved in pigmentation, cytoskeleton and extracel-
lular matrix assembly, (neuro)endocrine and metabolic process
and developmental pathways. The fact that we found several genes
and pathways involved in pigmentation in the PE (DCT, GPNMB,
MLANA, SERPINF1, TYR and TYRP) versus the NPE served as
an internal control that our (other) data are meaningful. Indeed,
some of these genes were already found to be expressed in the CB
(GPNMB and TYR [58,59]). For the other genes, specific studies
of their localization and function in the ciliary body are still
lacking.
Next, we found several genes involved in cytoskeleton and
extracellular matrix (ECM) assembly. Apparently, the PE
expresses these ECM genes significantly higher than the NPE. A
possible explanation is that the PE lines the CB stroma, whereas
the more internally located NPE does not. Most likely, the PE
contributes to the formation or turnover of the CB stroma. Part of
our data confirms the studies of Ortego and coworkers [60] and
Mandel [61], who found high and specific expression of CTSK
and CTRP5 in the PE. Of interest, mutations in CTRP5 are
associated with early-onset anterior zonules (LAZ) and late-onset
retinal degeneration (L-ORD) and some of these patients also
developed secondary glaucoma at a late stage of their disease [62].
The PE specific expressed genes with (neuro)endorcrine function-
alities provide possibly more insight in local cell-specific regulation
of the AH production by the CB. For example, we confirmed the
expression of AGT and CPA6 in the PE. Both entries are involved
in blood pressure regulation, which, in turn, is associated with IOP
pressure. AGT codes for angiotensinogen in the CB [63,64] and
CPA6 may convert inactive angiotensin I into the biologically
active angiotensin II. Consequently, these genes may play a role in
IOP regulations/sensory mechanisms. According to our current
data, the PE, located adjacent to the fenestrated blood capillaries
of the stroma, may play an important role in these processes.
We also found four genes involved in lipid transport and
metabolism specific for the PE, namely ABCA1, ABCC1, LIPI
and LPL. Of these, ABCA1 is already known to be expressed in
the RPE [65] and LPL is, amongst others, found in the CB [66].
These molecules might play an important role in uptake of fatty
acids by CB from the blood.
Finally, we found seventeen genes specifically expressed in the
PE involved in embryonic and developmental process. More
specifically, we identified five retinal progenitor markers to be
specifically expressed in the PE compared to the NPE, namely
HES [67], MSX1, MSX2 [68], TNFRSF19 [69] and TLL1 [70].
This finding is of interest, since the possible stem cell properties of
the PE are still under debate (discussed above).
3. (N)PE Expression of Genes Previously Implicated in
Glaucoma
We found 35 entries in our Highly expressed NPE and PE and
Significant different expressed sub-datasets that were previously impli-
cated in the genetics or patho-physiology of glaucoma. It is striking
that so many genes previously implicated in glaucoma, are (also)
highly expressed in healthy human ciliary body. Of interest are the
seven genes that were previously been genetically associated to
POAG (included NTG), namely APOE, CAV1, CDKN2A,
EDNRA, MYOC, OPTC and TMCO1. High expression of these
genes in the CB might implicate that the CB is actively involved in
the pathogenesis of POAG, possible by influencing the AH
composition. Indeed, proteomic analysis of the AH of POAG
patients showed changed composition. Glaucomatous AH con-
tained not only an increased amount of proteins, but also possible
harmful substances like PGDS and CASP14 (possible inducting
apoptosis of TM cells) [71]. This changed composition might
affect the TM sieve, by direct molecular interaction, or by clotting
of protein aggregates. These changes may subsequently cause
decreased outflow facilities for the AH and increase IOP as
a consequence.
Also of interest is the expression of the TTR gene in the (N)PE.
Additionally, two previous proteomic analysis studies provided
evidence that the TTR levels were increased in the AH of POAG
patients compared to controls [71,72]. The protein encoded by
this TTR is involved in thyroxine transport. Defects in this gene
cause amyloidosis transthyretin-related disorder (AMYL-TTR).
This disease is characterized by depositions of polymerized
mutated TTR in peripheral nerves, gastrointestinal tract, heart,
and ocular tissues. Also, the disorder is associated with secondary
glaucoma [73,74]. Normal treatment of this disease is the
transplantation of liver, since the pathogenic protein is pre-
dominantly produced by the liver. Interestingly, in contrast to
other organs where the mutated TTR deposits disappear after
liver transplantation, the risk of glaucoma does not decrease after
liver transplantation in patients [75,76]. This leads us to
hypothesize that the local and not systemic regulation of TTR
expression by the ciliary body could have pathological con-
sequences.
Finally, of further interest is that our functional analysis of the
CB transcriptome suggested NPE and PE involvement in a variety
of metabolic process, including lipid and vitamin metabolism.
Some of these processes were also associated with POAG. For
example, Ramdas and coworkers showed that high intakes of
vitamin A and B1 were associated with a decreased risk of POAG
[77]. In yet another, more controversial study, statin, a lipid
lowering drug, appeared to have a protective effect for POAG
[78]. All these effects were IOP independent. These factors
however might influence the CB and the AH composition, with
possible harmful effects for the TM or the retinal ganglion cells
over time. Further studies are needed to determine the exact role
of the molecular mechanisms of the CB in increased IOP and
glaucoma.
Conclusion
Our study provides the first detailed description of the gene
expression profile of the neuro-epithelia of the CB, based on
a microarray study of the NPE and PE. We performed a detailed
molecular and functional analysis of the NPE and PE, guided by
a number of CB functionalities previously described (embryolog-
ical properties, neural nature, endocrine and metabolic signaling,
and immune privileges). Although the NPE and PE showed strong
similarities, we were also able to deduce molecular signatures of
the NPE and PE. These showed that especially the PE expressed
cell-specific genes, involved in pigmentation, cytoskeleton, endo-
crine and metabolic pathways and neural retinal developmental
properties. Finally, we found high expression in the CB of many
genes previously attributed to POAG. This finding indicates
a possible more prominent role of the CB in the pathogenesis of
POAG than was previously thought.
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Supporting Information
Figure S1 Separate laser dissection microscopy of the
NPE and PE. Separate cut out of the non-pigmented (NPE) and
pigmented epithelium (PE) from the ciliary body by laser
dissection. Frozen sections of 20 mm were stained with cresyl
violet to distinguish the NPE (a). Next, the NPE was cut out with
laser and collected in a tube. The green dotted line is the selection
which the laser will cut. The number 62 refers to the 62th selection
that was made (b). Subsequently, the PE was cut out (c). The
stroma remains after laser dissection of NPE and PE (d).
(TIF)
Figure S2 Huntington’s disease signaling pathway iden-
tified by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed
in the non-pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. Gray
fields indicate their presence among the highest expressed genes of
the NPE; uncolored genes are added by the Ingenuity software to
form the pathway. Solid lines between molecules indicate direct
physical relationships between molecules (such as regulating and
interacting protein domains); dotted lines indicate indirect
functional relationships (such as co-regulation of expression of
both genes in cell lines). Abbreviations of gene names are
according to standard abbreviations used in Genbank.
(JPG)
Figure S3 Androgen signaling pathway identified by the
Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical pathways that
contains statistically significantly more genes than expected by
chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed in the non-
pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S4 Glucocorticoid receptor signaling pathway
identified by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the
canonical pathways that contains statistically significantly more
genes than expected by chance in the group of genes that are
highly expressed in the non-pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the
ciliary body. For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see
legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S5 Ephrin receptor signaling pathway identified
by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed
in the non-pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. For
explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S6 Glycolysis/gluconeogenesis pathway identi-
fied by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed
in the non-pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. For
explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S7 Antigen presentation pathway identified by
the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical pathways
that contains statistically significantly more genes than expected by
chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed in the non-
pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S8 IGF-1 signaling pathway identified by the
Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical pathways that
contains statistically significantly more genes than expected by
chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed in the non-
pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S9 Oxidative phosphorylation pathway identi-
fied by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that are highly expressed
in the non-pigmented epithelium (NPE) of the ciliary body. For
explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S10 Hypoxia signaling in the cardiovascular
system pathway identified by the Ingenuity software.
This is one of the canonical pathways that contains statistically
significantly more genes than expected by chance in the group of
genes that are highly expressed in the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE) of the ciliary body. For explanation of symbols on the
diagrams see legend Figure S2.
(JPG)
Figure S11 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). Grey symbols represent genes that are highly expressed in
the NPE of the ciliary body. Transparent entries are molecules
from the knowledge database, inserted to connect all relevant
molecules in a single network. Solid lines between molecules
indicate direct physical relationships between molecules (such as
regulating and interacting protein domains); dotted lines indicate
indirect functional relationships (such as co-regulation of expres-
sion of both genes in cell lines). Abbreviations of gene names are
according to standard abbreviations used in Genbank. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Cellular development, cellular growth and proliferation, renal
proliferation’. Of interest is that this network is mainly build up
around the gene FOS. FOS proteins have been implicated as
regulators of cell proliferation, differentiation and transformation
during development
(JPG)
Figure S12 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Cancer, reproductive system disease,
carbohydrate metabolism’. Highlights in this network are the
molecules MEIS2, MAML1 and FOXP1 that are all involved in
developmental processes. Moreover, this network contained the
gene OPTC, which have been previously attributed to glaucoma.
(JPG)
Figure S13 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Organismal development, tissue develop-
ment, cellular development’. Highlights in this network are the
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molecules FGFR1, FGFR2, SFRP1 and CCNH that are all
involved in developmental processes.
(JPG)
Figure S14 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Gene expression, infectious disease,
embryonic development’. Highlights in this network are the
molecules AES and SIX6 that are involved in developmental
processes. Moreover, this network contained the gene TNFRSF14,
which protein is involved in viral entry mechanisms.
(JPG)
Figure S15 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Cell morphology, cellular function and
maintenance, connective tissue development and function’. This
network contained the gene MAP1LC3B, which protein product is
involved in neurogenesis. Also three genes coding for GABA
receptor associated proteins were present in this network,
mediating inhibition of neurotransmission. This network is an
example of the neural background we found in the NPE.
(JPG)
Figure S16 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Post-translational modification, connective
tissue development and function, embryonic development’. In this
network, we found the gene UCHL1, which is a neuron specific
gene and previously associated with Parkinson’s disease.
(JPG)
Figure S17 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Hereditary disorder, metabolic disease,
cardiovascular disease’. This network contained several genes that
have been associated with neurological diseases, for example
Huntington’s disease (NDUFA7, NDUFC1, NDUFB2, NDUFB3,
NDUFA8), atrophy of optic nerve (NDUFS4) and Leigh syndrome
(NDUFS7, NDUFA2, NDUFS). This network is an example of the
neural background we found in the NPE.
(JPG)
Figure S18 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Molecular transport, neurological disease,
connective tissue disorders’. This network contained two genes
previously associated with neurological diseases, namely
ZFYVE27 (hereditary spastic paraplegia) and SPG21 (neurode-
generation of photoreceptors). Also, we found genes involved in
nervous system development, for example ATP1B1 (involved in
aggregation of neurons), TRIM2 (neuroprotection of cortical
neurons) and VAPA, SGK1 and ZFYVE27 (involved in
morphogenesis of neuritis). This network is an example of the
neural background we found in the NPE.
(JPG)
Figure S19 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Lipid metabolism, small molecule bio-
chemistry, carbohydrate metabolism’. In this network we found
genes involved in metabolic pathways, like LPL and CYP1B1
(lipid metabolism), IDH1 (energy production), GSTM3, GSTP1,
GSTO1 and MT2A (detoxification and drug metabolism),
SLC23A2 (transport of vitamin C) and SLC39A8 (zinc transport).
This network is an example of the metabolic functionalities that we
found in the NPE.
(JPG)
Figure S20 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Embryonic development, tissue morphol-
ogy, organ development’. This network contained several subtypes
of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH1A1, ALDH1A3, ALDH4A1,
ALDH6A1 and ALDH9A1) that are involved in alcohol, retinol
and lipid metabolism. Therefore, this network is an example of the
metabolic functionalities that we found in the NPE.
(JPG)
Figure S21 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Cell death, drug metabolism, small
molecule biochemistry’. This network contained several genes
which protein products are involved in immunosuppressive
process and HIV infection, namely PPIA, PPIB, FKBP3 and
FKBP9. Therefore, this network is an example for the immuno-
logical properties of the NPE.
(JPG)
Figure S22 Molecular network generated by the In-
genuity software from the highest expressed genes of the
NPE. Molecular network generated from our microarray data of
the highest expressed genes of the non-pigmented epithelium
(NPE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend
Figure S11. The main functionalities given by Ingenuity for this
molecular network are ‘Developmental disorder, hereditary
disorder, neurological disease’. This network contained the gene
TMCO1, which have been previously associated with POAG.
(JPG)
Figure S23 Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway identified
by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
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pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that differ statistically
significantly between non-pigmented (NPE) and pigmented
epithelium (PE). Red fields indicate genes statistically significantly
higher expressed in PE compared to NPE whereas green fields
indicate genes statistically significantly higher expressed in NPE
compared to PE. Fields with both green and red color represent
gene groups, of which some genes are significantly higher
expressed in NPE (green) and other in PE (red). Uncolored genes
are added by the software to form the pathway. Solid lines
between molecules indicate direct physical relationships between
molecules (such as regulating and interacting protein domains);
dotted lines indicate indirect functional relationships (such as co-
regulation of expression of both genes in cell lines). Abbreviations
of gene names are according to standard abbreviations used in
Genbank.
(JPG)
Figure S24 Glioblastoma multiforme signaling pathway
identified by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the
canonical pathways that contains statistically significantly more
genes than expected by chance in the group of genes that differ
statistically significantly between non-pigmented (NPE) and
pigmented epithelium (PE). For explanation of symbols on the
diagrams see legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S25 Neuropathic pain signaling in dorsal horn
neurons pathway identified by the Ingenuity software.
This is one of the canonical pathways that contains statistically
significantly more genes than expected by chance in the group of
genes that differ statistically significantly between non-pigmented
(NPE) and pigmented epithelium (PE). For explanation of symbols
on the diagrams see legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S26 Endothelin-1 signaling pathway identified
by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that differ statistically
significantly between non-pigmented (NPE) and pigmented
epithelium (PE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see
legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S27 Cellular effects of Sildenafil (Viagra) path-
way identified by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the
canonical pathways that contains statistically significantly more
genes than expected by chance in the group of genes that differ
statistically significantly between non-pigmented (NPE) and
pigmented epithelium (PE). For explanation of symbols on the
diagrams see legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S28 Antigen presentation pathway identified by
the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical pathways
that contains statistically significantly more genes than expected by
chance in the group of genes that differ statistically significantly
between non-pigmented (NPE) and pigmented epithelium (PE).
For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S29 Caveolar-mediated endocytosis signaling
pathway identified by the Ingenuity software. This is
one of the canonical pathways that contains statistically signifi-
cantly more genes than expected by chance in the group of genes
that differ statistically significantly between non-pigmented (NPE)
and pigmented epithelium (PE). For explanation of symbols on the
diagrams see legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S30 Gap junction signaling pathway identified
by the Ingenuity software. This is one of the canonical
pathways that contains statistically significantly more genes than
expected by chance in the group of genes that differ statistically
significantly between non-pigmented (NPE) and pigmented
epithelium (PE). For explanation of symbols on the diagrams see
legend Figure S23.
(JPG)
Figure S31 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. Red fields
indicate genes statistically significantly higher expressed in
pigmented epithelium (PE) compared to non-pigmented epitheli-
um (NPE) whereas green fields indicate genes statistically
significantly higher expressed in NPE compared to PE. Trans-
parent entries are molecules from the knowledge database,
inserted to connect all relevant molecules in a single network.
Solid lines between molecules indicate direct physical relationships
between molecules (such as regulating and interacting protein
domains); dotted lines indicate indirect functional relationships
(such as co-regulation of expression of both genes in cell lines).
Abbreviations of gene names are according to standard abbrevia-
tions used in Genbank. The main functionalities given by
Ingenuity for this molecular network are ‘Connective tissue
development and function, embryonic development, organ de-
velopment’. This network contained several genes involved in
embryonic development, namely genes SOX8, SOX11, MSX1,
FRZB and WNT2B.
(JPG)
Figure S32 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport, small molecule
biochemistry’. Of interest, this network contained the gene SIX6,
whose protein product is involved in eye development.
(JPG)
Figure S33 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Amino acid metabolism, molecular transport, small molecule
biochemistry’. Of interest, this network contained the gene
CLRN1, whose protein product is involved in the development
of retina.
(JPG)
Figure S34 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Cellular assembly and organization, cellular function and
maintenance, cell death’. In this network we found centrally the
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gene DISC1. The protein of this gene is involved in neurite
outgrowth and cortical development. Also, this gene is associated
with schizophrenia. The gene DST is involved in transport of
axons and coalignment of neurofilaments and the gene OLFM1 is
neural tissue specific gene.
(JPG)
Figure S35 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Connective tissue development and function, embryonic de-
velopment, nervous system development and function’. In this
network we found two genes that have been associated with
neurodegeneration, namely PTGS2 and PSEN1. The protein
products of PSEN1 and ABCA1 are involved in amyloid-beta
metabolism. Moreover, the genes NOS1 and PTGS2 have been
associated with glaucoma.
(JPG)
Figure S36 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Cell morphology, cellular assembly and organization, cellular
development’. This network contained the genes GRIN2C and
GRIN3A, both coding for NMDA glutamate receptors that are
important for neural signaling, and the genes EPH1, EPH2 and
FOXP2, that are involved in morphogenesis of the eye.
(JPG)
Figure S37 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Lipid metabolism, molecular transport, small molecule bio-
chemistry’. This network contained several molecules involved in
lipid metabolism, namely APOE, LDL, OSBP and ELOVL3.
Moreover, we found a gene in this network involved in drug
metabolism (CES1) and glucose transport (SLC2A2).
(JPG)
Figure S38 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport, small molecule
biochemistry’. This network was constructed with many G-
coupled receptors that differed statistically significant between
NPE and PE. G-coupled receptors are activated by extracellular
stimuli, like neurotransmitters, hormones and light, and activate
intracellular process. Apparently, some of these receptors differ
between NPE and PE, for example GRM1 and GRM8 (glutamate
receptor), ADRA2A (adrenergic alpha receptor), HTR2C (sero-
tonin receptor), GPER (estrogen receptor) and EDNRB (endothe-
lin B receptor).
(JPG)
Figure S39 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Cell-to-cell signaling and interaction, inflammatory response,
carbohydrate metabolism’. In this network we found several genes
whose protein products are involved in immunological process,
including IFNG, HAVCR2 and KLRB1 (activation of macro-
phages and natural killer cells), CD48 and CRTAM (T-cell
mediated immune response), HCP5 and HLA-DQ (HLA complex
subtypes).
(JPG)
Figure S40 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Cell-to-cell signaling and interaction, inflammatory response,
cellular function and maintenance’. In this network we identified
the genes STAT4 whose protein product mediates responses to
IL12 lymphocytes and regulate the differentiation of T-helper
cells. Moreover, this network contained the gene TLR3 (funda-
mental role in pathogen recognition and activation of innate
immunity), IGSF21 (an immunoglobulin) and CD2 and CD69
(activation of T-lymphocytes).
(JPG)
Figure S41 Molecular network generated by Ingenuity
software from the statistically significantly different
expressed genes. Molecular network generated from our
microarray Significantly Different Expressed sub-dataset. For explanation
of symbols on the diagrams see legend Figure S31. The main
functionalities given by Ingenuity for this molecular network are
‘Connective tissue disorders, cellular movement, skeletal and
muscular system development and function’. This network
contained genes coding for cadherin (CDH6, CDH11), catenin
(CTNNA2, CTNND2), collagen (COL13A1, COL15A1) and
extracellular matrix protein (ECM1).
(JPG)
Figure S42 Confirmation of microarray results by s-
QPCR. A: significantly different expressed genes with higher
expression in NPE. Beta actin, a household gene, was used to
normalize gene expression in the non-pigmented (NPE) and
pigmented epithelium (PE) of the ciliary body. Seven genes that
differed statistically significant between NPE and PE, with higher
expression in NPE were confirmed by s-QPCR and outlined here.
The grey bars indicate NPE expression and the black bars PE
expression. Standard deviation is calculated. Three genes
(CCND1, FAM43B, NR0B1) did not give any PCR products,
even after repetitive attempts. B. Confirmation of microarray
results by s-QPCR: significantly different expressed genes with
higher expression in PE. Beta actin, a household gene, was used to
normalize gene expression in the non-pigmented (NPE) and
pigmented epithelium (PE) of the ciliary body. Eight genes that
differed statistically significant between NPE and PE, with higher
expression in PE were confirmed by s-QPCR and outlined here.
The grey bars indicate NPE expression and the black bars PE
expression. Standard deviation is calculated. Two genes (MAPK4,
THC2675163) did not give any PCR products, even after
repetitive attempts.
(TIF)
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